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COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN;
C          G -         C
COME BACK, AROON TO THE LAND OF MY BIRTH
C - F D - G
COME WITH THE SHAMROCKS AND SPRINGIME, MAVOURNEEN
C - D G7 - C C - G7 - C
AND ITS KILLARNEY SHALL RING WITH OUR MIRTH
Am Bo - C - Bm - Am
SURE WHEN WE LENT YE TO BEAUTIFUL ENGLAND
B7 - G F#m G - C
LITTLE WE THOUGHT OF THE LONE WINTER DAYS
C B7 - Am9
LITTLE WE THOUGHT OF THE HUSH OF THE STARSHINE
Cm - G D7 - G
OVER THE MOUNTAINS, THE BLUFFS, AND THE BRAES

C          G -         C
THEN COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN;
C - F D - G7
COME BACK AGAIN TO THE LAND OF MY BIRTH
C G7 - C
COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN
C - Dm C - G - C
AND ITS KILLARNEY SHALL RING WITH OUR MIRTH.

C          G -         C
OVER THE GREEN SEA MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN
C - F D - G
LONG SHONE THE WHITE SAIL THAT BORE THEE AWAY
C G - C
RIDING THE WHITE WAVES THAT FAIR SUMMER MORNIN'
C - D G - C C - D, G7 - C
JUST LIKE A MAY-FLOWER A-FLOAT ON THE BAY
Am Bo - C - Bm - Am
OH, BUT MY HEART SANK WHEN CLOUDS CAME BETWEEN US
B7 - G F#m G - C
LIKE A GREY CURTAIN THE RAIN FALLING DOWN
C Bo - Am9
HID FROM MY SAD EYES THE PATH O'ER THE OCEAN
Cm - G D7 - G
FAR, FAR AWAY WHERE MY COLLEEN HAD FLOWN.

C          G -         C
THEN COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN;
C - F D - G7
COME BACK AGAIN TO THE LAND OF MY BIRTH
C G7 - C
COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN
C - Dm C - G - C
AND ITS KILLARNEY SHALL RING WITH OUR MIRTH.
C         G -  C       C -  F
OH MAY THE ANGELS, OH WAKIN' AND SLEEPIN' WATCH O'ER MY BIRD
    D -  G  C       G -  C
IN THE LAND FAR AWAY; AND IT'S MY PRAYERS WILL CONSIGN TO THEIR KEEPIN'
C -  D       G7 -  C   C -  D, G7-C, Am
CARE O' MY JEWEL BY NIGHT AND BY DAY.
    Bo -  C -  Bm -Am B7 -  G -  F#m G -  C
WHEN BY THE FIRESIDE
I WATCH THE BRIGHT EMBERS THEN ALL MY HEART FLYS TO ENGLAND AND THEE
Bo -  C -  Bm -Am B7 -  G -  F#m G -  C
CRAVIN' TO KNOW IF MY DARLIN' REMEMBERS
Cm -  G       D7 -  G
OR IF HER THOUGHTS MAY BE CROSSIN' TO ME.

C -  G -  C
THEN COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN;
C -  F       D -  G7
COME BACK AGAIN TO THE LAND OF MY BIRTH
C -  G7 -  C
COME BACK TO ERIN, MAVOURNEEN, MAVOURNEEN
C -  Dm       C -  G -  C
AND ITS KILLARNEY SHALL RING WITH OUR MIRTH.